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PRESS RELEASE

Turin, 24th July 2013

Alenia Aermacchi: first ATR72-600 TMUA delivered to Turkish Navy

Alenia Aermacchi delivered the first ATR72-600 TMUA (Turkish Maritime Utility Aircraft) to the Turkish Navy,
the first of a total order of eight ATR72s, which consist of two TMUAs and six ATR72-600 TMPA (Turkish
Maritime Patrol Aircraft) maritime patrol and anti-submarine warfare aircraft.
Compared to the ATR72-600 basic platform, the two ATR72 TMUA, modified at Alenia Aermacchi’s plants in
Napoli-Capodichino and Torino-Caselle, feature new radios; an IFF (Identification Friend or Foe system) and
a cabin area equipped with tactical tables and communications equipment for the crew. Both aircraft, to be
easily reconfigured into cargo, will be used for utility roles, personnel and cargo logistic transport. The first
Turkish Navy flying instructors just completed the training on the new aircraft at Alenia Aermacchi’s Training
Centre in Caselle. The second aircraft will be delivered within the first half of August.
The following six multi-role aircraft ATR72-600 TMPAs are being converted by TAI, Turkish Aerospace
Industry in Ankara and, further to some additional equipment specific to their multi-role asset, they will
integrate the Thales AMASCOS mission system, datalink Link 16, AIS (Automatic Identification System) and
a weapons system.
The first TMPA will be delivered to the Turkish Navy on February 2017 and deliveries will be completed by
2018.

Alenia Aermacchi, a Finmeccanica company, has a role of primary importance in the world’s civil and defence aeronautical industry,
counts a total workforce of ca. 11,000 people and operates in the design, development, production and integrated support of commercial
and military aircraft, trainers, unmanned aerial vehicles and aerostructures. In 2012 it reported revenues of € 2.97 billions, orders of € 3.2
billions and a backlog of € 8.8 billions.

